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We derive some higher order gradient estimates for the heat kernels on complete 
manifolds. Applying these results, we show that the Riesz transform on a complete 
manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature is of weak type (I, 1). In addition, we 
consider the boundedness of the Riesz potential on a complete manifold with 
nonnegative Ricci curvature. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A4 be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold. H(x, y, t) is the 
heat kernel of M. For the Ricci curvature of M bounded from below by 
-k, (k, > 0), P. Li and S. T. Yau [8] proved that 
IVfG, Y9 t)12 1 afe, Y, t) 
ff2(x, Y, t) - y H(x, y, t) at 
nk,y* ny2 
<- 
2(y- 1)+2t 
for all y>l. (1.1) 
In this paper, we prove that 
Ivxv.m~ Y> t)l +a IVYWG YY t)12-3a 1 
wx, Y, t) fex, y, t) fe, Y, t) 
C (1.2) 
for all IX > 1, where C,,, depends on n and CI. 
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As an application of this result, we prove that if M has nonnegative Ricci 
curvature then the Riesz transform V( -d) ~‘,’ on A4 introduced by 
Strichartz [IO] is of weak type (1 .l ). Strichartz [lo] proved that the Riesz 
transform on a complete Riemannian manifold is L2-bounded. Lohoue 
[6, 71 proved that the Riesz transform on a simply connected strongly 
negatively curved manifold is L’-bounded (1 < P < x ) under some addi- 
tional conditions. In [2], Bakry proved that the Riesz transform on a 
complete manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature is LP-bounded 
(2 < P < co). By the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem, Strichartz’ 
result and our result imply that the Riesz transform on a complete 
manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature is also LP-bounded (1 < P < 2). 
In addition, we consider the Riesz potential (-A))“‘* on a complete 
Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature [6, 7, lo] and 
show that the boundedness of the Riesz potential is related to the order 
of the volume growth. Suppose Vx(r)=Vol(B,(r)), where B,(r)= 
(y~Mldist(y, x) < Y}, that is, Vx(r) is the volume of the geodesic ball 
of radius r centered at x E M. Assume Vx(r) 3 C, r”; then ( - d ) “* 
(0 < CI <n) is of type (p, q) (p, q > 1) if and only if l/q= l/p-cc/n. If 
V,(r) d C,r” (/I < n), (-A) -z,‘2 (0 < c( < n) is never of type (p, q) for any 
p, q 3 1. In particular, if M is a complete noncompact homogeneous space 
with nonnegative sectional curvature, by the result of Cheeger and Gromoll 
[4] we know M= Rk x &?, where I@ is a compact homogeneous space and 
k 3 1; therefore the Riesz potential is never of type (p, q) unless M = R”. 
Conversely, Lohoue [6,7] proved that the Riesz potential ( -d) ‘I2 
(0 < a < n) on a simply connected strongly negatively curved manifold is of 
type (p, q) (1 < p d q < 30, l/p-u/n < l/q < l/p) under some additional 
conditions. 
2. GRADIENT ESTIMATE FOR THE HEAT KERNEL 
In this section, we mainly derive the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold. 
Suppose the Ricci curvature of A4 is bounded from below by -k, for some 
constant k, 2 0. Then 
IV, v, m, Y, t)l +cc IVYWX, YY t)12-3a 1 
mx, Y, t) ff2(x, Y, t) fm, y, t 1 
X 
wx, YT t) < c 
at ’ n,a (2.1) 
for all cc B 1, where C,,, is a constant depending on n and tl. 
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In order to prove this theorem, we define the function 
W,y,t)=t IVxV,Hl H +a (2.2) 
where IX, /I are two constants to be fixed, H(x, y, t) is simply denoted by H, 
and dH(x, y, t)/& is denoted by H,. 
The following lemma is essential to the derivation of the gradient 
estimate. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. We can 
choose 6 > 0, y - 1 > 0 sufficiently small that 
> -2V,F.V,log H 
kit 6 
4(Y - 1)’ 2a(l-6)2 
t 
for all c(> 1, /3=3x. (2.3) 
ProoJ: Set 
F,(x, Y, t) = 
F(x, Y, t) 
t 
F&y, y~)c'~~;~'+~~ 
Gob, Y, t) = b’s. 
Let e,, e2, . . . . e, be a local orthonormal frame field. By adopting the nota- 
tion of moving frames, subscripts i, j, k will denote covariant differentiation 
of variable x in the ej, e,, ek directions and subscripts Z, J, K will denote 
covariant differentiation of variable y in the ei, ej, ek directions, where 
l<i,j,k,Z,J,K<n. 
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F Jwf~)‘~2+aCH: 
0 H H’ 
VF = CH,JH,J lVxV,HI H,+2aUfJf,~p2xZH;H, 
’ HJV,V,HJ- H2 ’ H’ ~ H’ 
dF 
0 
=CH~~+CHi~H~~~-2 CHiJHi,JHl 
HIV, V y HI H’IV, V, HI 
_ Cj (Xi., H,H,12 _ C IV, V, HI HI> 
HIVxV, HI3 H2 
+ 21V, V, HI IV, HI 2 + 2cI C H,‘J + 2cr C HJH,j, 
H3 H2 H2 
_ ga C HJHjJHj _ zrx C H?H, + 6c( C H:HT 
H3 H’ H4 
aF0 _ C HiJHt,, 
at HIV,V, HI 
+ 2a C HJH,J 
H2 
- IVxV,Hl K-2a IV,Hl’H, 
H2 H3 ’ 
Using the Ricci identity, we have 
1 HjJHyjJ = C HiJHjjiJ + C HiJRii Hp 
21 Hi.,H,iiJ-koC Hf,. 
By (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), we have 
2 -2V,F,,.V,log H+2c( IVxVyH12 
H2 
-4cr C HJHjJHj 
H3 
+2a=7:H:-k IV,V.Hl 
H4 ’ H ’ 
By a simple computation, we can obtain 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
AGo-;G,= -2V,G,.V,logH 
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Clearly, 
F,>-2V,F,.V,logH 
+2pf, -- 
HZ 
4a C H,HjJH, 
H3 
+2aV-+f:_k IV,V,HI 
H4 
0 H 
C Hf, 
7= FI-i($$+l($)2 
(2.8) 
+2PF+2aFI+2@~ 
/VxV,HI 
H 
,F,-,=&p%. 
Using Hblder’s inequality, we have 
4dl~HjHj~HJ<2(l_6),~H:,+ 2’ CH:.CH: 
H3 ’ H2 (l-6) H4 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Substituting (2.9)-( 2.14) into (2.8) yields 
F,>,-2V,F,.V,logH+26aF: 
6 IV, HI4 
H2 2c((l -6)2 H4 
_ 4&3 IVY HI4 IVY HI2 ~ + 4dcrBF, 2 - 46a2F, HZ 
H4 
-~2(y-l)2~-4(,~l)2-koF,. (2.15) 
5X0/97/2-4 
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By the gradient estimate for the heat kernel ( 1.1 ), we have 
&g2-p2(y- 1)2-2 4&X3+ 
6 
” 
2 HZ 
> I 
2 
2a(l -6)2 H2 
= 
By (2.15) and (2.16), we have 
F, 2 -2v,F, .V,log H+26aF;+46@F, $ 
IVyHI -46a2F, ~ - 
H2 
k F _ k; 
O 1 4(y-1)” 
Clearly, 
nkoy2 ny2 2 
2(y- 1)+X- ) 
AF-g=t(dF,-%)-$. 
The lemma follows from (2.17) and (2.18). 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose $(r) is a C2 function on [0, co), such 
that 
Ii/(r) = (:, 
if rE[O, l] 
if r32 
O<$<l, V(r) d 0, IC/“(r) 2 -C, 
l*‘12<c 
II/‘ ’ 
where C is an absolute constant. 
Let x0 be a fixed point in M. r(x) = dist(x, x0), q(x) = tj(r(x)/R). 
Let (x,, tl) be the point where cp. F achieves its maximum in 
&WV x CO, Tl. 
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Using the argument of Calabi, we may assume cp(x) to be smooth at x1. 
If Iv,v,m,, fl)l=O, then by (l.l), (c~.I;)(x~,t,)6C,,(k,t,+1)6 
C,,,(k,T+ l), so (cp .F)(x, T) < C,,,(k,T+ l), which implies (2.1). 
Therefore, we may assume that cp. F is smooth at (x,, tI) and 
(cp .F)(x,, tl) > 0. Actually we consider the function F,(x, y, t) obtained by 
replacing the heat kernel H with the translate H(x, y, t + s) (s > 0) in the 
definition of F so that F,(x, y, t) is continuous in A4 x M x [0, co). Clearly 
Lemma 2.1 and the computations that follow hold true for Fs and the 
desired result for the heat kernel is obtained by letting s + 0. For simplicity 
we consider the function F. 
By the maximal principle in differential equations, at (x1, tl ) we have 
V,(cp . F) = 0, (2.19) 
(2.20) 
and 
Obviously, 
A,(cp.F)<O. (2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Applying the Laplacian comparison theorem, we have 
so 
r Ar d C,( 1 + A,). (2.24) 
CC,k, Aq> ---$- 
R * 
By (2.19), we have 
V,F= -‘-F. 
cp 
(2.25) 
By (2.20)-(2.25) we have 0 k - (C,/R2 + C,k,/R)F+ cp(A - d/dt)F. 
Using Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
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03 -2cpV,F.V,log H 
+ 4&F$ 
-( > 
;+k, cpF- 
kit 
4(? - 1)’ 
(2.27) 
Using Hiilder’s inequality, we have 
Vx+JogHQ~+s~~. (2.28) 
By (1.1) and (2.28), we obtain 
CF 
- - 2sR2’ 
(2.29) 
If we set b = 3cr, s = 2a2 &3/y - l), and substitute (2.29) into (2.27), we 
can obtain 
C 
-F 
C, C&o kit, - - 
4~~~6(3/y-l)R~+s+ R 1 4(y - 1)2 q 
6 nkoy2 ny2 2 
2a(l -s)2 2(y- l)+F tlcp. 1 (2.30) 
Multiplying through by qtl and using 0 < cp < 1, we have 
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+“‘z 
22, 
r,+(l +kot,) 
-1 kit; 4(Y - 1)’ 
Applying the quadratic formula, one obtains 
cpF(x,,t,)bC,,.(k,t,+l)+C~,, (++% 1,) 
dC,.(k,T+l)+C;,,T ++2 . 
( > 
(2.31) 
Therefore (@Xx, T) d C,,,(k,T + 1) + C&T(1/R2 + k,/R). Letting 
R + a~, one obtains 
F(x, T) < C,,.(k,, T+ 1) for all x E A4. 
Since T is arbitrary, we have proved the desired estimate. The following 
theorem can be proved in a manner similar to that of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A4 be a complete Riemannian manifold with bound 
curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives. If k, is a bound for the 
curvature tensor and k, is a bound for its covariant derivatives, then 
1% m, Y? t)l +cr IV*fk Y> t)12-3a 1 wx, Y, t ) 
wx, y, t) H2(x, Y, t) H(x, Y, t) at 
.Cn,a(i+Cn,k,,k2) forall a>l, 
where C,, is a constant depending on n, CI and C, k,Sk2 is a constant 
depending on n, k,, k,. 
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3. WEAK ( 1, 1) BOUNDEDNESS OF RIESZ TRANSFORM 
In this section, we mainly prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold with non- 
negative Ricci curvature. Then the Riesz potential V( -A) -Ii2 is of weak type 
(1, 1). 
For this purpose, we need the following decomposition of Calderon- 
Zygmund type. 
LEMMA 3.1 [ 11. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with non- 
negative Ricci curvature. Suppose f E L’(M), f 3 0, and 1” is a positive 
constant. Then there exist {b,} c L1(M) and metric balls { Bj}, such that 
Bj n Bi = 4 (i # j), and f(x) Q 1 for almost all x E 52, = IJi Bj, 
Vol(Bj)-‘f~f(y)dy~l<VOl(B~)~‘r f(y)dy, 
I Bi 
whereBJ=3Bj, andzj”wesetFj={x~bj(x)#O},g=f-~jbj, then 
Fi n F, = @ i#j) 
F,c B,, 
s bj(Y)dy=O, (3.2) M 
ge L’(M) n L”(M), llgll L”(M) G c,A. (3.3) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose f E L’(M). By the definition of Riesz 
transform [lo], 
V(-A)-1-2f=r(~)~‘j,io’ tt”‘V,H(x,y,t)f(y)dtdy (34) 
V(-A)-“2f=V(-A)P”2f+ -V(-A)P1’2f_. 
Clearly, we need only show 
llfll 1 m{xlIV(-A)~‘~2f+~>i}~C, FcM) 
and 
llfll ’ m{xlIV(-A)-‘i2f-1>~~}~C~~. 
We prove the first inequality; the proof of the second inequality is 
similar. 
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Applying Lemma 3.1 to f+(x), we have the decomposition of f, , 
f+CX)=g+Cjbj. 
It suffices to prove 
llfll ’ 
m(xIIV(-A)~“*g~>I}~C, i(M) 
Since the Riesz transform is bounded on L*(M) [lo], we have 
m{xl lV(-A)-1/2 gl >A) <{? llgllr2iu} 
11 gll &(M) = s M ItT(X)l’~~ 
= jQ, I&)l’ fix+ s,, I&)l’~x A 
<C,J. s If( A+ CJ*mPd. nF , 
By the Bishop comparison theorem [3, 51 we have 
m(Qj,) d 1 m(B,) < 3” C m(Bj). 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
By (3.1), we have m(Q,) d C,(l/J,) so, If(x)1 dx. Therefore, we have 
11 gll :2(M) G CnAllfIiL1(M). (3.9) 
Equation (3.7) and (3.9) imply (3.5). 
To prove (3.6), we set gj = 38, d, = IJj Bj, P= d;, 
s t+ lV(-A)p”2bjI dxGjFjom ~p”2(vEB IVxff(x, Y, t) I 
-V, H(X, yi, t) 1.1 b,(y)1 dy dt dx, 
where yj is the center of metric ball B,. 
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If we assume y(s) (SE [0, p(p,, v)]) is a geodesic segment from ~9, to J‘, 
where p(yi, J) = dist(y,, y), 
jF IV( -A) -- 1/2 bil dx < J,, t ‘,” jp j, 
i 
j-I’.“’ I’) /V, V, H(x, y(s), t)l ds 
. lb,(.v)l dy dx dt 
= jB i jy jam t-II2 jFlV,V,H(x, y(s), t l
.dx dt ds . lb,(y)1 dy. (3.10) 
By Theorem 2.1, 
joa trli2 jF IV, V, H(x> Y(S), t)l dx dt 
+C, jE tr3j2 j H(x, y(s), t)dxdt 
0 F 
64 li 
F oz t-II2 dff(x, Y(J), t) dx 
+ c, jam tr312j- ff(x, Y(S), t  dx dt 
F H(x, y(s), t) dx dt. (3.11) 
Using the estimates of the heat kernel [7], we have 
6 c, 
1 
GdJ? e 
-P*(Y, .v,wr 
because Ax, Y(S)) 2 P(Y, yj). 
(3.12) 
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By (3.11) and (3.12), we obtain 
. (3.13) 
By the Bishop comparison theorem [3, 51, we have 
so 
Substituting (3.14) into (3.13), we have 
JOG t-1’2 s, IV, V, Wx, Y(S), t) dx dt 
=c, j* ~m&(l+s”‘2)e-s5d$ 
P(Y. Y,) 0 
1 = c,- 
P(Y, Yj)’ 
Substituting (3.15) into (3.10), we obtain 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
1 
F 
lV(-A)-“*b/I dXGC,JJ, I’j(Y)I dY. 
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Therefore 
G c, IlfllL$w, + CnWQ2,) 
6 c,Ilfll L’(M). 
By an argument similar to (3.8), we have 
4%.) 6 3”m(Q,) d + llfll Ll(M). 
Equation (3.6) follows from (3.16) and (3.17). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
4. BOUNDEDNESS OF THE RIESZ POTENTIAL 
We introduce 
P’* - ‘H(x, y, t) dt. 
By the estimate of the heat kernel [S], we have 
(4.1) 
where p(x, -Y) = dist(x, y). 
Clearly, if V,(r) 2 C,r” as r + cc for all x E A4, then the integral on the 
right of (4.1) converges off the diagonal when c1< /!I. 
Applying the volume estimate [S], if the Ricci curvature of M is non- 
negative, we have 
KG-1 2 C,r (t-32) (4.3) 
for all x E M. So, in this case, Ka(x, y) is well defined at least for c( < 1. 
We define the Riesz potential [6, 7, lo] by 
W-“;lS(x)=jM~“k Y)~(Y)~Y. (4.4) 
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Note that in the case of nonpositive Ricci curvature there are noncom- 
pact manifolds with finite volume for which (-A)-“* (CY > 0) is therefore 
not even defined. 
We first prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose M is a complete noncompact Riemannian 
manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. If V,(r)< C,,? (p <n), then 
(-A)~“*(O<~<n)isneueroftype(p,q)foranyp,q>l. 
Proof. Assume (-A)-“* (0 < CI <n) is of type (p, q); then 
IIFW”‘*f l14G ~,,,,,llfll, for all fe LP(M), 
where G, p. 4 is a constant depending on n, p, q. 
Let x0 be a fixed point in M. 
We setfb)= (K,(r))-“P ~&,~(Y); then 
II(-A-1’2fllq~Cn,p,q, 
that is, 
( Vx,(r))P’ jM (j: ta’*- ’ jByo, , ) fG Y, t) 4 dt)’ dx G Cn,p,y. 
By the estimates of the heat kernel [8], we have 
where p(x, y) = d&(x, y). 
By the Bishop comparison theorem [3], we have 
v, ( fi, < c, tn’*. 
Substituting (4.8), (4.9) into (4.7), we can obtain 
( VX,(r))-“lp j, (S,: t1/2-‘n/2~1 
X e-[P(~0.-~)+~(,~0,.~)12/3r dy dt 
> 
’ dx < C, p 4, 
1 . 
Therefore 0 < CI -=z n and 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(V.Jr))FP jM (ji (P + h-o, x)1’-” dVx,(p) 
> 
’ dx d C,, ,,, y. (4.11) 
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SO 
(V,,,(r))’ ’ ” 
v I$.(? dY < c 
II. ,‘, y (4.12) 
Because V,,,(v) - C,,r” as r--f O+, (4.12) implies n( 1 + l/q - l/p) 3 IZ - x, 
that is, 
If 
1 1 !x 
->---. 
q P n 
(4.13) 
V,(r) 6 CrP (B <n). (4.14) 
We replace (4.9) by this estimate of volume growth, and (4.10) becomes 
X 
I 
,-Mb r)+~(xo. .!‘)“/3~ dy dt 
> 
’ & < Cn,p,y. (4.15) 
&&’ 
Therefore 0 < CI < /? and 
so 
(4.17) 
SO 
(4.18) 
By J4.13) we have Vx,(r) < Cn,p,qr((S-‘)‘(n~‘))n for r3 1. However, 
V,,(r) < C,,r” for all r > 0, we therefore have 
(4.19) 
for all r 3 0. 
Since x0 is an arbitrary point in M, we have 
V,(r)< Cn,p,yr((B~“‘(“-z)‘” 
for all x E M. 
(4.20) 
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&J-” n<1. -.- 
n--a j3 ’ 
then 
V,(r) G Cn,p,yr68. 
Replacing (4.9) by (4.21), we can obtain 0 < CI < Sg and 
V,(r) G Cn,p,qr ((68--))l(n--l))(n/6B).bB 
Note that 
Sg-a n p-a/dn<b 
n--cr sg n-ci 1-3 ’ 
so (4.22) implies 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
By the induction principle, we have 
o<a<6”-‘/3 (4.24) 
and 
V,y(r)< Cn,p,yr6m.B, m= 1,2,3, . . . . (4.25) 
Since CI E (0, n) is fixed and Pfl+ 0 as m + 00, the theorem follows from 
(4.24). Note that (4.25) is contrary to (4.3) as m is sufficiently large, and 
the theorem also follows from (4.25). 
By (4.8) and (4.9), we obviously have 
wx, Y) 2 c;,?POL-n(X, Y). (4.26) 
If V,(r) > Cnrn, we substitute this estimate of volume growth and (4.2) 
into (4.1), and we can obtain 
mx, Y) d cn,aPx-nb, Y). (4.27) 
Using (4.26), (4.27), and an argument similar to the boundedness of the 
Riesz potential on R” [9], we can establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose M is a complete noncompact Riemannian 
manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Assume V,(r) > C,,r”. Then the 
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Riesz potential (-LI~“~ (O<cr<n) is of weak type (p, q), 1 dp<q< 3c, 
l/q = l/p - cc/n, and therefore is type (p, q), 1 < p < q < co, l/q = l/p - r/n. 
Conversely, if’ ( - A ) ~ ‘,” (0 < M < n) is qf’ type (p, q) in this case (p, q 3 1 ), 
then l/q = l/p - cc/n. 
ProoJ: We prove only the second part. In fact, by (4.12) we have 
rIiq-llP+Wn<Cnpy for all 3 . r 3 0 
SO 
1 1 CY. -=--- 
9 P n’ 
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